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NP Debate: 

Will Violence Cease to Exist if it Disappears From Our Television Screens? 
− By Veijo Baltzar − 

 

For many people violence has been a recent topic of debate, arguing reasons both for and against. I also would like 

to pose a few opinions to the question “should violence disappear from our televisions?”. With these words, one 

can wonder whether Finnish folk are so weak that they can’t watch programs if it shows an ounce of violence.  

 

 

 

Firstly, parents must really want their children to 

stay behind developmentally. If parents are so 

protective, they should also forbid their children 

from all kinds of news platforms and protect them 

from the entirety of the outside world.  

Or are they of the opinion that all violence will cease 

to exist if it disappears from our television screens?  

That little switch 

I don’t believe that Finns are weaker than others and 

would accept Al Capone as an idol and copy his 

gangster tricks. I don’t think that crime is on the rise, 

but if families don’t want their children to see wild 

western series etc., there is this little switch that 

exists on the apparatus that one only need flick.  

For others: films with such violence typically show so 

late that protective parents usually ensure their 

children are in bed by such a time. I don’t think any 

child in a proper family is awake after nine o’clock.   

The television is not a means of education  

If it is the case that children are still awake by eleven 

or half past, it is time for those parents to try 

bringing their children up differently. My 

understanding is it’s the parents who should have 

charge over how their children are brought up, not 

the television. I almost want to bring them up 

myself.  

 

 

 

 

 

In my opinion, television series are made 

constructively and the good in them always prevails. 

If a child has not grown up skewed they can also 

benefit from such programs which, in their own way 

expands the framework of the child’s world. Why 

should one bring their child up in the tight 

constraints of papa’s tiny world? Is it not the same 

little world that creates selfish people who later 

realise they have been unlucky? They easily find 

themselves on a pathway that leads to a life of 

crime. In my opinion it should be obvious that 

children who are destroyed by such series are in 

some way sick. 

Are we that weak?  

It is wrong for those who have bought an expensive 

television to have the responsibility of educating 

other people’s children placed on them. Shouldn’t 

we turn to anyone other than the television?  

I have asked many people their opinion on television 

series and they have been relatively the same as 

mine. One can not truly believe that the series hurt 

children, we are not that weak.  

But if we are too weak to ensure our children are in 

bed by half past eleven when we don’t want them 

watching TV, then that would be a reason to change 

the discipline within the family and not raise 

children with no knowledge of the outer world. 

Children who only know their own family,  do what 

they want and stay awake all night watching the TV.   

What is of upmost importance is that others should 

not have the privilege to enjoy what such children’s 

parents cannot enjoy. 



 


